
Engineering Tripos Part IIA THIRD YEAR

Paper 3F6: Software Engineering and Design

Relational Databases and Concurrency Control

Straightforward questions are marked †
Tripos standard (but not necessarily Tripos length) questions are marked ∗

Relational Databases

1. ∗ A company that sells from a catalogue of over 5,000 items wants to use a
database to store information about the orders it processes. An inexperienced
database consultant was hired to design the database to support the business.
Fig. 1 shows a design suggested by the consultant. The database stores the
order number (OrderNo), the customer name (CustName), and the quantities
of each of the items in the order (Cups, Mugs and Plates are shown here,
however the full database includes many more items).

BAD-ORDERS-TABLE-1
OrdNo CustNo Cups Mugs Plates

1 1 0 100 100
2 2 200 300 100
3 3 0 200 200
4 1 400 0 200
5 3 0 400 0

Figure 1:

(a) Evaluate the database design and identify missing attributes that are
required for order processing. Draw an Entity-Relationship diagram to
illustrate your design enhancements.

(b) Show the updated design of the tables including any new Entities and
Attributes added in the answer to question (a). Identify the Primary and
Foreign keys used.

(c) Construct queries for retrieving the information required to fulfil each
order, including i) identifying items and their quantity on a specified
order, ii) extracting the customer name and address from a specified
order, and iii) extracting the customer name and the value of the specified
order. Express your solution using SQL code and/or relational algebra.

(d) The company occasionally inspects some of the items in an order for
damage. In such cases a record is made of the employee who performed
the tests. Extend the design to allow for such information to be included.
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(e) When a customer reports an order containing damaged items the com-
pany needs to check whether the order was inspected and, if so, who was
responsible. Construct a query that meets this requirement. Explain
what relational operators are used in the query.

You may want to test your solutions using SQLite which is installed on
the DPO machines.

2. A friend has scraped the internet movie database, storing the information in
a single table, a portion of which is shown below:

FilmName Director Actor1 Actor2 Actor3 . . .
Apollo 13 R. Howard K. Bacon T. Hanks B. Paxton . . .
Mystic River C. Eastwood K. Bacon S. Penn T. Robbins . . .
Forrest Gump R. Zemeckis T. Hanks R. Wright G. Sinise . . .
Unforgiven C. Eastwood C. Eastwood G. Hackman M. Freeman . . .
Milk G. Sant S. Penn J. Brolin E. Hirsch . . .
...

...
...

...
...

. . .

a) Redesign the database using an Entity-Relationship diagram to illustrate
your solution.

b) Show the updated design of the tables including any new Entities and
Attributes added in the answer to question (a). Identify the Primary and
Foreign keys used.

c) Using self-joins, design a query to return all pairs of actors who have
acted in the same film. Express this query in both relational algebra and
SQL code. (There’s no need to exclude pairs consisting of an actor with
themself.)

d) Actors who have acted in the same film are said to have ‘one degree of
separation’. Based on your answer to c), design a query to return all
pairs of actors who have two degress of separation. Express this query in
both relational algebra and SQL code. (There’s no need to exclude pairs
who also have one degree of separation.)

3. A teaching database contains the following relations:

CSG with fields {CourseID, StudentID, Grade}
SNAP with fields {StudentID, Name, Address, PhoneNumber}
CCDH with fields {CourseID, CourseName, Day, Hour}
CR with fields {CourseID, Room}

a) Compactly express the following query using relational algebra: find
where the student named A. Smith is on Tuesdays at 10am.

b) Express this query as an expression tree.
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c) Optimize the expression by pushing selections and projections down the
tree.

d) Are there situations where pushing projections is a bad idea? Where does
this situation arise in your solution to part c?

Transaction Processing

4. * This question is about concurrency control. A server is currently processing
six transactions (T1 to T6) which access six resources (A to F ). Transactions
either hold a lock for a resource (L), are waiting to acquire a resource (W)
or are not interested in a resource (X). The figure below shows the current
state of the program, where each column represents a resource and each row
represents a transaction.

A B C D E F
T1 X L L W X X
T2 X X X L W X
T3 L L W X X X
T4 W X X L X L
T5 L W X X X X
T6 X L L L L W

(a) Two of the locks are write locks. Which transactions hold these write
locks and on which resources? Explain your reasoning.

(b) What is a wait-for graph? Your answer should include a description of
what the nodes and edges in a wait-for graph represent.

(d) Draw the wait-for graph for the scenario above. What is the name given
to this situation?

(e) What is the smallest set of transactions that need to be aborted to resolve
the situation? Explain your reasoning and give the order in which the
transactions complete in this case.

5. (a) Explain what is meant by an optimistic and a pessimistic concurrency
control scheme.

(b) State whether an optimistic or a pessimistic policy is likely to produce a
more efficient system in each of the following cases:

i. A flight booking system;

ii. A police criminal database;

iii. A database maintaining patient records.

In each case, give reasons for your answer.
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6. The intended actions are shown below for four concurrent transactions (T1

to T4) operating on six resourses (A,B,C,D,E,F). The database is designed to
provide ACID using strict two phase locking. You may assume that the action
R.read automatically attempts to obtain a shared lock on the resource R, and
the action R.write automatically attempts to obtain an exclusive lock. When
does deadlock first occur? Draw the wait-for-graph at this point to show the
waiting relationships. Will any of the transactions commit?

time action transaction
1 A.read 1
2 A.read 2
3 E.read 2
4 B.read 4
5 C.read 3
6 A.write 3
7 E.write 2
8 D.write 3
9 B.read 1
10 D.write 1
11 B.write 1
12 commit 1
13 C.write 4
14 commit 4
15 F.read 2
16 commit 2
17 F.write 3
18 commit 3
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